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ABSTRACT
The evolution of the galaxy size – stellar mass (Mstellar) relation has been a puzzle for over a decade. High
redshift galaxies are significantly more compact than galaxies observed today at an equivalent mass, but how
much of this apparent growth is driven by progenitor bias, minor mergers, secular processes, or feedback from
active galactic nuclei (AGN) is unclear. To help disentangle the physical mechanisms at work by addressing
the latter, we study the size - Mstellar relation of 32 carefully-selected broad-line AGN hosts at 1.2 < z < 1.7
(7.5 < log MBH < 8.5; Lbol/LEdd & 0.1). Using HST with multi-band photometry and state-of-the-art
modeling techniques, we measure half-light radii while accounting for uncertainties from subtracting bright
central point sources. We find AGN hosts to have sizes ranging from 1 to 6 kpc at Mstellar ∼ 0.3 − 1 ×
1011 M. Thus, many hosts have intermediate sizes as compared to equal-mass star-forming and quiescent
galaxies. While inconsistent with the idea that AGN feedback may induce an increase in galaxy sizes, this
finding is consistent with hypotheses in which AGNs preferentially occur in systems with prior concentrated
gas reservoirs, or are involved in secular compaction processes perhaps responsible for simultaneously building
bulges and shutting down star formation. If driven by minor mergers which do not grow central black holes as
fast as they do bulge-like stellar structures, such a process would explain both the galaxy size – mass relation
observed here and the evolution in the black hole bulge mass relation described in a companion paper.
1. INTRODUCTION
The growth in size of the observed galaxy population with
cosmic time is a key observational quantity to formulate a
global picture of galaxy evolution (e.g., Carollo et al. 2013;
van der Wel et al. 2014; Barro et al. 2017; Faisst et al. 2017).
Both star-forming and passive galaxies exhibit an increase
in their effective radii with declining redshift, along parallel
tracks with the passive galaxies being more compact, even out
to high redshift (Daddi et al. 2005; van Dokkum et al. 2008;
Bezanson et al. 2009).
Explaining the change in size for both star-forming and
quiescent galaxies with redshift has been a challenge from
a galaxy formation standpoint. A variety of physical pro-
cesses have been invoked but no consensus has emerged yet
on a global self consistent picture. One of the ingredients is
progenitor bias, where the galaxy population at high-z is not
the full set of progenitors of today’s galaxies but most likely
a denser subset owing to initial conditions and perhaps the
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denser environment in which the earlier galaxies were formed
(e.g. Morishita et al. 2017).
Other explanations involve minor mergers or galactic sec-
ular processes. For example, the change in size may be at-
tributed to gas inflow onto galaxies that adds angular momen-
tum in the outskirts of star-forming disks (e.g., Peng & Ren-
zini 2019). The inside-out growth (e.g., Tacchella et al. 2016)
of galaxies can also contribute to the increase in effective
galaxy size through star formation persisting at larger radii.
In the case of the passive galaxies, other processes such as
minor mergers have been put forward to explain their size evo-
lution (e.g., Naab et al. 2009), although the timescales seem
faster than expected (e.g., Newman et al. 2012), and the scat-
ter difficult to explain (e.g., Nipoti et al. 2012). It has been
suggested that the change in size of both populations is due to
a “compaction” phase (Dekel & Burkert 2014), although con-
siderable debate remains (e.g., Abramson & Morishita 2018).
In addition to considering such morphological changes,
galaxy evolution models need to consider the evolutionary
pathway for galaxies to transition from active to passive states
in their star-forming activity, and the role played by feed-
back from supermassive black holes. It has been suggested
that quasar feedback can remove substantial amounts of gas
from the inner regions of their host galaxy thus causing an in-
crease in the size of their stellar distribution (Fan et al. 2008,
2010). Alternatively, feedback from Active Galactic Nuclei
(AGN) can induce star formation within the AGN-driven out-
flow thus stars are formed on larger scales (Ishibashi et al.
2013; Ishibashi & Fabian 2014). To date, there is little ob-
servational evidence for such feedback mechanisms as play-
ing a dominant role in the size growth of galaxies. Even so,
there is much interest in determining the galaxy state (i.e.,
star-forming vs. quiescent; disk vs. bulge) for which SMBHs
are primarily gaining their mass since there is a tight relation
between the mass of a SMBH and the stellar mass of its host
in the local Universe (e.g., Ha¨ring & Rix 2004; Bennert et al.
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2010) that seems to persist out to high redshifts (in total stellar
mass for the latter).
While there are some studies of the sizes of AGN hosts at
high redshift (Barro et al. 2014; Rangel et al. 2014; Kocevski
et al. 2017), little is known about the size – Mstellar rela-
tion for the more luminous AGNs (i.e. broad-line QSOs), ow-
ing to the challenges of separating the host galaxy from the
bright point source which requires accurate characterization
of the point spread function (PSF). However, if the technical
challenges can be overcome, a comparison between the size –
Mstellar relation of AGN host galaxies and that of the typical
galaxy population may shed light particularly on the connec-
tion between the growth of quiescent galaxies and SMBHs.
To establish the relation between the mass of SMBHs and
the stellar mass of their host galaxies, we have been con-
ducting an imaging survey of 32 broad-line (type 1) AGNs
at 1.2 < z < 1.7 in deep survey fields (i.e., COSMOS, SXDS
and CDF-S) using HST/WFC3 (Ding et al. 2019, ; D19 here-
after) in the near-infrared. By virtue of unprecedented data
and state-of-the-art techniques, we have detected the hosts
in essentially all cases and measured properties of the host
galaxies (i.e., luminosity, size, Sersic index and stellar mass).
The key result of our study so far is that the total galaxy stel-
lar mass - SMBH mass relation can be consistent with low-z
results, once uncertainties and selection effects are taken into
account, but the bulge - SMBH mass relation is not.
In this letter, we investigate the galaxy size - mass relation
of type 1 AGNs using our sample at 1.2 < z < 1.7 and com-
pare with published relations for the general population both
star-forming and quiescent. We show that AGN hosts have
sizes between those of star forming and quiescent galaxies at
the same stellar mass. We argue that this finding does not
provide evidence for the scenarios in which AGN activity is
responsible for the growth in size of galaxies. A scenario in
which AGN hosts are getting more compact due to the growth
of the pressure supported component either by gas rich secu-
lar processes or minor mergers seems consistent with the data.
Using measurements from Bennert et al. (2011), we find con-
sistent results with type 1 AGNs at low-z. Throughout this pa-
per we use a Hubble constant of H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1 and
cosmological density parameters Ωm = 0.3 and ΩΛ = 0.7.
We assume a Chabrier initial mass function for estimates of
stellar mass.
2. METHOD
We have carried out an HST/WFC3 IR program in Cycle 25
(PI Silverman) to image the host galaxies of 32 type 1 AGN at
1.2 < z < 1.7 in deep survey fields. These AGN have black
hole masses (7.5 < log MBH < 8.5), located below the
knee of the black hole mass function at their respective red-
shift, determined from the broad Hα emission line detected
with Subaru’s Fiber Multi-Object Spectrograph (FMOS) as
reported in Schulze et al. (2018). The Eddington ratios are
mainly above 0.1 (see Figure 1 of D19). The primary aim of
the program is to establish the MBH −Mstellar relation, in-
cluding an inference of the bulge component, at high-z and
determine whether there is any evolution in the mass scaling
relations by comparing to local values including both inactive
and active galaxies.
The procedure to measure stellar mass of the host galaxy
requires a decomposition of the total infrared emission into
the AGN and host galaxy component through a forward-
modeling, chi-squared minimization procedure using the tools
available in the Lenstronomy image analysis package (Birrer
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FIG. 1.— Galaxy size - stellar mass relation for the host galaxies of broad-
line AGN at 1.2 < z < 1.7. Our high-z sample is displayed with diamond
symbols and a color descriptive of their Sersic index. Arrows indicate those
with upper limits for three cases. For comparison, star-forming (blue) and
quiescent (red) galaxies from CANDELS are plotted as small circles with a
classification based on their rest-frame U−V and V −J colors. The best-fit
relations from van der Wel et al. (2014) are shown for the star-forming (blue
line) and quiescent (red line) galaxies separately with the latter also indicated
at z ∼ 0.06 (Newman et al. 2012). Low-redshift AGNs are marked by the
small black circles (Bennert et al. 2011).
& Amara 2018). The inputs are the science frames, 2D PSF
models and pixel-level error maps. The host galaxies are mod-
eled as a Sersic function parameterized by an index (nSersic)
descriptive of the radial dependence of the light profile and
the half-light radius (Reff ; semi-major axis). The AGN com-
ponent is fit using model PSFs based on a stellar library con-
structed from the same WFC3 data set. Based on our analysis
as fully presented in D19, we detect the host galaxy in all 32
AGNs with widely varying host-to-total flux ratios with the
majority between 20-60%. Errors are derived from the 1σ
standard deviation of measurements based on the top eight
best-fitting PSF models to the data. The 2D model fits and
1D surface brightness distributions are shown in D19 (Figure
2 and Appendix).
The majority of our sample (21/32) has optical HST imag-
ing available from the COSMOS program. This allows us
to perform the image decomposition in two HST bands that
bracket the 4000 Angstrom break thus allowing an estimate
of the rest-frame color to facilitate accurate stellar mass mea-
surements. A 1 (z < 1.44) and 0.625 (z > 1.44) Gyr single
stellar population model (Bruzual & Charlot 2003) with solar
metallicity appears to nicely fit the two-band HST photometry
of the host galaxy (see Figure 5 of D19). These ages of the
stellar population for AGN hosts are in good agreement with
earlier complementary studies (Jahnke et al. 2004; Sa´nchez
et al. 2004). We use this SED to apply a mass-to-light con-
version (z < 1.44: M/L = 0.54; z > 1.44: M/L = 0.42) to
achieve stellar masses for our full sample. The mass-to-light
conversion carries the typical uncertainties for determinations
based on a single color (e.g., Bell & de Jong 2001). Since the
fit is not unique to this single stellar population model, one
should use caution when further interpreting the stellar age.
33. RESULTS
The distribution of the parameters descriptive of the prop-
erties of type 1 AGN hosts at 1.2 < z < 1.7 are broad (Fig.
4 of D19). The Sersic index (nSersic) spans the full range of
allowed parameter space (0.5 to 6.0) and has a mean of 2.0
while the effective radius (Reff ) is generally between 1 and 6
kpc with a mean of 2.2 kpc. In general, these values are in-
dicative of a significant disk-like population with rather small
sizes as compared to star-forming galaxies at equivalent stel-
lar mass, both local and at these redshifts. While the sizes are
in good agreement with lower redshift studies of AGN hosts
(Sa´nchez et al. 2004), the fraction of disks is typically higher.
With a focus here on the galaxy size - Mstellar relation, we
plot the distribution of log Reff and Mstellar in Figure 1. For
comparison, we also include the individual measurements for
the general galaxy population at equivalent redshifts from the
CANDELS survey (van der Wel et al. 2012, 2014) along with
the best-fit relations for star-forming and quiescent galaxies
separately that have been classified through color-color dia-
grams utilizing the IR photometry (i.e., UVJ diagram). We
find that there is a wide spread in size at a given stellar mass
for our sample (colored diamonds). While there are a few
AGN hosts that fall along the star-forming relation, a fair
number are consistent with the quiescent population. The ma-
jority of the AGN-host sample falls between the two size -
mass relations, thus these galaxies may be undergoing a tran-
sition. Based on a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for galaxies hav-
ing 10.2 . log Mstellar < 11, there is a probability of 0.001
that the size distribution of our AGN sample could be drawn
from either the star-forming or quiescent galaxies separately.
It is worth highlighting that our selection of lower mass
black holes (7.5 . log MBH < 8.5) in deep survey
fields (see Fig. 1 of D19), as opposed to the more mas-
sive black holes associated with SDSS quasars, results in a
sample having host galaxy masses within a range (10.5 .
log Mstellar < 11) for which there is a discernible difference
between the size - mass relation of star-forming and quies-
cent galaxies separately. If our sample had higher host stel-
lar masses (e.g., log Mstellar & 11), the errors on the sizes
would make it difficult to carry out these comparisons due to
the convergence of the size - mass relations for star-forming
and quiescent galaxies. At even lower stellar masses, the qui-
escent population at high-z within CANDELS is limited in
size to carry out such analysis. In any case, our current ob-
servations of the SMBH population at these redshifts do not
probe black hole masses below 107.5 M that would be re-
quired.
We can further investigate whether our results at high red-
shift are seen in the low redshift Universe using the sample
of AGNs at 0.02 < z < 0.09 from Bennert et al. (2011).
In Figure 1, we find that the low redshift AGNs (small black
circles) extend to lower stellar mass (∼ 1010 M) than our
sample. Their sizes are systematically elevated from the lo-
cal size – Mstellar relation for quiescent galaxies and below
that of star-forming galaxies. Therefore, we find consistent
results at high and low redshift that AGN hosts have sizes in
between star-forming (disk-dominated) and quiescent (bulge-
dominated) galaxies.
4. DISCUSSION
First, we address the ideas that quasars remove gas through
feedback that can induce an increase in the stellar size of
galaxies (Fan et al. 2008, 2010) and star formation may oc-
cur within AGN outflows thus forming stars on larger scales
(Ishibashi et al. 2013; Ishibashi & Fabian 2014). Under both
scenarios, one would expect that the hosts of luminous AGNs
would start to show evidence for increased sizes relative to
an underlying galaxy population without experiencing a lu-
minous AGN phase. Since the Sersic indices of the sample
more resemble that of disk galaxies (Fig. 1), we could expect
their host sizes to be elevated from the mass - size relation of
star-forming galaxies. On the contrary, their sizes are consid-
erably smaller.
Under a scenario where AGN feedback plays a major role in
the sizes of galaxies, Ishibashi & Fabian (2014) argue that the
coupling between the black hole and its host should be primar-
ily with the spheroidal component. Thus, the sizes of AGN
hosts would follow the size – mass relation of the quiescent
population (or below if feedback effects have not concluded).
Counter to the predictions from the model, we find that our
AGN sample shows larger sizes relative to the size – mass
relation for quiescent galaxies. This is also the case for the
low-redshift AGNs (Fig. 1; black circles). If AGN feedback
was enabling star formation on larger scales, we would expect
AGN hosts to have an extended stellar envelope that would
raise their Sersic indices to values comparable to spheroidal
galaxies (nSersic ∼ 4). On the contrary, we find many AGN
hosts at high-z having Sersic indices (Figure 1) more consis-
tent with disk-like galaxies (nSersic ∼ 2) and their bulges
are under massive for their respective black hole mass (D19).
Furthermore, we do not see a direct relation between size and
stellar mass for AGN hosts, as expected from the model, likely
due to a significant amount of intrinsic dispersion in their ob-
served sizes.
It also is unlikely that the hosts of our AGN sample have
had their star formation quenched through feedback effects
since we find that the best-fit SED is consistent with a rel-
atively young stellar population (D19). Furthermore, the star
formation rates seen in AGN hosts at similar redshifts are con-
sistent with typical star-forming galaxies and not the quies-
cent population (e.g., Scholtz et al. 2018; Schulze et al. 2019).
A direct measure of the star formation rates of our sample is
needed to further test this argument. We conclude that there
is not any evidence to support claims that a luminous AGN
phase has an impact on the sizes of the stellar mass distribu-
tion in galaxies at high redshift. It is possible that the full ef-
fects of AGN feedback (if present) have not manifested them-
selves in a change of galaxy size that would occur on longer
time scales. These are important issues that can be addressed
in the future with observations of the molecular gas, particu-
larly in the central regions.
A more plausible scenario is that these galaxies are under-
going a structural transition from disk-like to bulge-like stel-
lar distributions. One idea that has been described in the lit-
erature is a compaction phase (Dekel & Burkert 2014) that
builds the central mass concentration under considerable an-
gular momentum loss. This may involve secular processes
(i.e., clump formation and migration) where major mergers
are not required to build a bulge (Bournaud et al. 2014). Ac-
tually, our sample does not exhibit strong signs of major merg-
ers thus the internal changes occurring are likely due to sec-
ular processes such as dynamical instabilities that could be
stimulated by gas accretion, minor mergers or even stronger
major mergers in the more distant past that are no longer eas-
ily discernible. This scenario has been put forward by Ko-
cevski et al. (2017) to explain observational results based on
high-z AGNs from deep X-ray survey fields that show a higher
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fraction of AGNs in compact blue galaxies (Silverman et al.
2008; Kocevski et al. 2017; Ni et al. 2019). These results are
further supported by a recent study of the AGN fraction of
compact galaxies (Habouzit et al. 2019) using the large cos-
mological hydrodynamic simulation IllustrisTNG.
This picture is also consistent with recent ALMA studies
of the ISM of galaxies at similar redshifts. It has now been
demonstrated that the molecular gas and dust distributions
(i.e., Puglisi et al. 2019; Rujopakarn et al. 2019) in high-z
galaxies are more compact than their stellar distribution even
for main-sequence galaxies. Therefore, there is some mech-
anism(s) that is increasing the central gas density that likely
plays a role in forming bulge stars in situ. It may be that
our sample illuminates such galaxies since the elevated cen-
tral gas density is likely to also fuel a SMBH. In fact, many of
the galaxies in the sample of Puglisi et al. (2019) have X-ray
detected AGNs. Therefore, our type 1 quasars may be sign-
posts for galaxies having elevated central gas densities hence
significant growth of not only the SMBH but the bulge (Ru-
jopakarn et al. 2018). However, this structural transition from
disk-like to bulge-like stellar distributions could also be fos-
tered by repeated minor mergers not involving gas that can
morph the disk into a bulge or simply grow the spheroidal
component (e.g., Croton 2006; Nipoti et al. 2012).
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
At their respective stellar mass, the host galaxies of ac-
tively accreting SMBH at z ∼ 1.5 have stellar sizes spanning
a range (∼1 - 6 kpc) from the larger star-forming disks to
the more compact quiescent galaxies. This result brings into
question the role of SMBHs in the structural transformation
of galaxies from disks to bulges where a central mass con-
centration has been tied to the quenching of star formation
(e.g., Tacchella et al. 2018). We discuss scenarios in which
the SMBH may be a direct or indirect consequence of an in-
crease in the central mass concentration. We recognize that
evidence for AGN hosts to be in a phase of contraction is un-
substantiated. However, it does appear that AGN feedback
is unlikely to play a role in the size growth of galaxies with
cosmic time. Their sizes would be larger than measured if
AGN feedback were effectively removing large amounts of
gas or inducing star formation within an outflow thus deposit-
ing stars on larger scales. As mentioned above, the time scales
for such expansion of their stellar distribution may be longer
than probed here.
To more firmly connect the growth between SMBHs and
bulges, knowledge of the central gas density will be invalu-
able for samples such as the one investigated here with stel-
lar mass determinations and information on their stellar bulge
component. With a likely mass deficit in their bulges (D19), it
is important to identify the physical mechanisms (e.g., minor
mergers, large-scale gas accretion, internal disk instabilities)
responsible for aligning high-z SMBHs and their host onto the
local relation, and their galaxy size - mass distribution.
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